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KEY POINTS: 

 Coronavirus concerns rock markets 

 ECB leaves policy unchanged… 

 …as it rolls out strategic review parameters 

 Did Lagarde prematurely lower her guard on growth? 

 A$ outperforms on jobs report despite soft details 

 BI stays on hold with dovish bias as expected 

 Norges stays on hold and guides it will again the next time 

 Canada’s 2s auction should go rather well post-BoC… 

 ...that fanned Scotia’s cut conviction 

 US jobless claims hold steady and a TIPS auction on tap 
 

INTERNATIONAL 

A broad risk-off market tone is sweeping across global asset classes this 

morning. Concern toward the coronavirus sweeping through China and spilling 

abroad is front and centre as China essentially quarantines three large cities. 

Singapore reported its first case this morning after the US reported a case the 

other day and with Canada monitoring five people under quarantine for potential 

exposure. China shuts down after tomorrow for the week long Lunar New Year 

festivities that are being basically cancelled in spots like Beijing and Hong Kong. 

You get the idea. I’d like to be positive and suggest calm in the face of markets 

that usually get fussed over such matters for relatively short periods of time that 

eventually offer buy-on-dip opportunities, but a) a soft global economy doesn’t 

need another shock even if transitory with its impact on confidence and overall 

activity, and b) I’m not a doctor or scientist yet I don’t sense that they have much 

comfort toward the risks attached to where we go from here. 

The yuan was the worst overnight performer to the USD and is inching closer to 

the 7 threshold. Stocks across mainland China sold off by about +/-3% 

overnight. China’s bond curve rallied by about 2bps in 2s and 10s. The 

commodities complex is pricing the growth shock with WTI and Brent down by a 

buck each. Agricultural commodities were skeptical toward the ‘phase one’ 

China deal and are selling off even more including soybeans that are 3–4% 

lower over the past week. 

Against this backdrop, the main incremental focus might come from the ECB 

that left policy unchanged but ahead of rolling out the parameters to its strategic 

review (see below). Lagarde’s press conference is starting as this note is being 

published with the euro shaking it off thus far. I can’t help but feel that her 

pronouncement that risks to growth are ‘less pronounced’ may be ill-timed and 

premature if trade tensions get restored right after the US election into 2021 and 

with the latest shock to China’s growth working through. Tax Cuts 2.0 talk by the 

ON DECK FOR THURSDAY, JANUARY 23 

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest

US 01/23 08:30 Initial Jobless Claims (000s) JAN 18 210 214 211

US 01/23 08:30 Continuing Claims (000s) JAN 11 1775 1750 1731

US 01/23 10:00 Leading Indicators (m/m) Dec -- -0.2 0.0
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head of equity sales at White House Inc is being ignored. Australian jobs surprised higher and drove the A$ but the details were 

soft and forward looking risks to growth from the bushfires and potential coronavirus knock-on effects on neighbouring economies’ 

growth should arguably have markets fading the implications of the jobs report. US and Canadian markets face light risks derived 

from domestic calendars. A pair of central banks kept policy unchanged as expected overnight (see below). 

 US equity futures are slightly lower with the Nasdaq flat and the Dow and S&P slightly lower. Ditto for TSX futures. European 

cash markets are slightly lower on average and led by the Dax (-½%) with London not far behind, Paris a touch lower and both 

Italy up ½%. Asian stocks were broadly lower led by mainland China’s sell-off. 

 Sovereign debt markets are rallying on safe haven seeking. Canada’s front end continues to rally with the two year yield down 

about 2bps this morning and similar to US Treasuries. 10s are rallying everywhere by about 2–3bps except in Italy where the 

10s spread over bunds is narrowing on, guess what, instability in Italy’s government. Gosh that’s news. 

 On commodities, metals prices are also broadly lower as a China growth shock and spillover effects gets priced.  

 The USD is little changed on average as the commodity- and China-oriented crosses depreciate (CAD, rand, won, Mexican peso) 

but the A$ is rallying post-jobs. The yen is picking up safe haven flows and the Swiss franc is holding its own to the dollar. 

The European Central Bank left all policy variables unchanged as expected this morning. The statement (here) guided 

that details behind the launch of its strategic policy review will be announced at 9:30amET. President Lagarde’s press conference 

at 8:30amET will be watched for early clues about the direction being taken. 

The Australian dollar is leading the class after it rallied on the back of the latest jobs report but there are some reasons 

for caution. The country gained 28,900 jobs in December after 38,500 were added in November to more than reverse the 

24k dip in October. That’s the good news. All of the jobs that were created, however, were part-time jobs (+29,200) as full-time 

jobs were flat (-0.3k). Still, hours worked increased by 0.5% m/m SA. The participation rate was flat at 66% so the part-time job 

gain drove the unemployment rate down a tick to 5.1%. While the Australian Bureau of Statistics said that bushfires were a 

manageable disruption to data collection in December, the jobs gains were concentrated in the areas where the forest fires are 

occurring. New South Wales saw 20,600 more jobs and Victoria saw 10,300 more jobs while all other states were little changed 

with a slight negative bias. That’s not terribly unusual in that those two states comprise about 60% of all employed Australians and 

so they’ll often swing the figures, but no growth across the other 40% of the employed people in other states isn’t great.  

Bank Indonesia left its 7 day reverse repo rate unchanged at 5% overnight as almost universally expected. The rupiah 

shook off the statement (here) was fairly unspectacular but Governor Warjiyo’s press conference delivered the line “Is there room 

to cut rates? Yes. Will Bank Indonesia use it? Not yet.” Thus, at the margin, the central bank is sticking to a dovish bias that 

doesn’t come as a surprise to markets or economists. 

Norges Bank left its deposit rate at 1.5% as universally expected. The krone ignored the statement (here). This central 

bank makes heavy use of explicit forward guidance that would throw other central banks like the Bank of Canada into convulsions. 

Governor Øystein Olsen said “the policy rate will most likely remain at the present level in the coming period.” Ahhh, clarity. 

UNITED STATES 

US markets will consider the latest weekly jobless claims that push right through the reference period for the next nonfarm 

payrolls report (8:30amET). US$14 billion of ten year TIPS will be auctioned at 1pmET. The rigged impeachment ‘trial’ in the 

Senate offers a sideline distraction purely meant for entertainment purposes as everyone knows what the outcome will be anyway.  

CANADA 

Canada’s calendar is all but empty today ahead of retail sales tomorrow. The country foists 2 year bonds on to the post-BoC 

market (12pmET). It’s not rocket science that there should be decent take-up in the wake of the dovish pivot by the central bank. 

Scotiabank Economics continues to forecast that the central bank will follow through on an easing bias with a pair of cuts by summer 

that continue to make the two year note attractive (recap here). The curve has just one cut priced by later this year; if the BoC cuts—

and there is strong reason to anticipate this—then it seems silly to think it would go through all that fuss just to do it once. 

 

https://www.scotiabank.com/ca/en/about/global-economics/economics-publications.html
https://twitter.com/ScotiaEconomics
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/press/pr/date/2020/html/ecb.mp200123~ae33d37f6e.en.html
https://www.bi.go.id/en/ruang-media/siaran-pers/Pages/sp_220420.aspx
https://www.norges-bank.no/en/topics/Monetary-policy/Monetary-policy-meetings/2020/january-2020/
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Source: Bloomberg. All quotes reflect Bloomberg data as at the time of publishing. While this source is believed to be reliable, Scotiabank cannot guarantee its accuracy. 

Fixed Income

Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk Last 1-day 1-wk

U.S. 1.51 1.53 1.57 1.56 1.58 1.63 1.74 1.77 1.81 2.18 2.22 2.26 Canada - BoC 1.75

CANADA 1.52 1.54 1.64 1.43 1.46 1.57 1.43 1.45 1.55 1.57 1.58 1.68

GERMANY -0.59 -0.59 -0.59 -0.55 -0.54 -0.52 -0.28 -0.26 -0.22 0.24 0.25 0.30 US - Fed 1.75

JAPAN -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.11 -0.09 -0.02 0.00 0.02 0.42 0.45 0.46

U.K. 0.44 0.44 0.45 0.43 0.44 0.43 0.62 0.64 0.64 1.12 1.14 1.16 England - BoE 0.75

CANADA 1 1 8 -12 -11 -6 -31 -32 -26 -61 -64 -58 Euro zone - ECB 0.00

GERMANY -210 -211 -216 -210 -211 -214 -202 -203 -203 -194 -197 -196

JAPAN -164 -165 -169 -167 -168 -172 -176 -177 -179 -176 -178 -180 Japan - BoJ -0.10

U.K. -108 -109 -111 -113 -114 -119 -112 -113 -117 -106 -109 -110

Equities Mexico - Banxico 7.25

1 Day 1-mo

S&P/TSX 0.2 2.8 Australia - RBA 0.75

Dow 30 -0.0 2.2

S&P 500 0.0 3.0 New Zealand - RBNZ 1.00

Nasdaq 0.1 4.9

DAX -0.6 1.0

FTSE -0.5 -1.1

Nikkei -1.0 -0.1 Canada - BoC Mar 04, 2020

Hang Seng -1.5 0.0

CAC -0.3 -0.6 US - Fed Jan 29, 2020

Commodities

WTI Crude -1.8 -7.9 England - BoE Jan 30, 2020

Natural Gas 3.0 -11.3

Gold -0.2 4.7 Euro zone - ECB Jan 23, 2020

Silver -1.2 4.3

CRB Index -0.4 -2.8 Japan - BoJ Mar 19, 2020

Currencies

USDCAD 0.2 0.1 Mexico - Banxico Feb 13, 2020

EURUSD 0.1 0.1

USDJPY -0.2 0.2 Australia - RBA Feb 03, 2020

AUDUSD 0.4 -0.7

GBPUSD -0.1 1.5 New Zealand - RBNZ Feb 11, 2020

USDCHF -0.1 -1.5

Current Rate
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